ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The emergence of the exact DNA code of genome sequences (for instance, Hattori et al., 2000) has offered a onedimensional physical genomic-coordinate axis suitable for the explicit description of locations and annotations referable to single omic elements such as genes, transcripts, proteins, genetic alleles, regulatory regions or even single nucleotides (Hubbard et al., 2002) . However, this one-dimensional coordinate axis does not represent suitably interactions among * To whom correspondence should be addressed. multiple omic elements, which are crucial to the description of biological networks. Consequently, correspondences of interactions from different types of analyses tend to be represented in an unclear fashion unless the omic elements of the interactions are identical and matrix-based integration approaches are applicable (Ge et al., 2001; Vidal, 2001; Edwards et al., 2002; von Mering et al., 2002) . Several matrix-based integration approaches have been presented: Vidal (2001) proposed conceptually a biological atlas of functional maps conceived as two-dimensional matrices whose X-axis represents a complete set of open reading frames (ORFs) or proteins. Also, a comparative assessment and integration of interactions from different analyses was conducted (Ge et al., 2001; Edwards et al., 2002; von Mering et al., 2002) . It should be pointed out that the above comparative approaches are commonly based on the tacit presumption that the data sets compared shared the same ORFs or proteins as omic elements of the interactions, thus guaranteeing correspondence. However, it is often difficult to establish correspondences among different sorts of omic elements, e.g. between an interaction of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and that of proteins. Some medically interesting interactions in humans or mice, such as epistatic or digenic interactions of genetic loci, are comparable with proteinprotein interactions (PPIs) based only on their positional correspondences. For a more explicit integration of nonidentical interactions observed in various types of analyses, it is necessary to describe the interacting omic elements based on a multi-dimensional coordinate system where various levels of biological knowledge, experimental findings and modelbased predictions are explicitly represented and integrated. Hence, we propose a multi-dimensional-coordinates-based approach for comparison of incompatible omic elements and interactions. In the following, we demonstrate the analytical efficacy of a multi-dimensional representation termed 'omic space' and comprising comprehensive omic planes defined by two orthogonal genomic-coordinate axes. An interaction, or relationship, between two omic elements is represented and mapped as a rectangle on an omic plane (Fig. 1) . Each side of the rectangle corresponds to a genomic-coordinate location of the omic element involved in the interaction. The Fig. 1 . Omic planes. Two-dimensional spaces defined by two orthogonal genomic-coordinate axes, each of which is a joint series of chromosomal coordinates expressed by physical DNA locations. a. Proteomic plane. Interactions are indicated as rectangles plotted at corresponding omic elements on the axes. b. Interactions derived through a genetical genomics approach (Jansen and Nap, 2001; Schadt et al., 2003) in which a comprehensive genetic screening of the transcriptome was conducted using gene expression values as quantitative traits. Cis-acting (on the diagonal), trans-acting (on horizontal lines) and multigenic (on vertical lines) interactions between genes (on the horizontal axis) and locations of major-effect QTLs (on the vertical axis) are displayed as red (up-regulated) or green (down-regulated) rectangles.c. Epistatic interactions on the phenomic plane. Rectangles represent interacting pairs of Apmt1 and Apmt2 loci in mice (Cozma et al., 2002) . d. Phenomic interactions generated theoretically by a combination of two one-dimensional QTL mapping results derived from independent experiments of same or similar traits. Based on the hypothesis that the two traits are affected by a common pathway, each QTL result (green and blue) is mapped on the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. Crossing areas (red) of both green and blue QTLs may overlap interactions, including a responsible gene pair of both traits, in other omic planes.
omic planes, notably the genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic and phenomic planes, are stacked to form a three-dimensional space (Fig. 2a) . In addition, for the convenience of specific analytical purposes, several other sorts of omic planes may be defined. Interactions derived from analyses based mainly on genomic data are mapped on the genomic plane and include various sequence-based in silico analyses such as correlated evolutions (c) (a) (b) Fig. 2 . Omic space and its projection view. a. A conceptual image of the omic space comprising genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic and phenomic planes in ascending order in the direction of the green arrow. Red arrows represent genomic-coordinate axes. In general, interactions in the space vary, depending on experimental conditions, analyses and environmental effects. The epistatic Apmt1-Apmt2 interaction on the phenomic plane corresponds to c-Myc and Cdc25A genes interacting on the transcriptomic planes (Galaktionov et al., 1996; Cozma et al., 2002) . b. The database architecture of the GPS system. Each plane represent a database (a data set of omic interactions) integrated in the system and is distinguished by the dataset property. c. A snapshot of the GPS viewer, displaying a projection of interactions on multiple omic planes in the omic space viewed from the direction along the green axis in Figure 2a . The large blue rectangle on the phenomic plane represents an epistatic interaction between Apmt1 and Apmt2 loci on mouse chromosomes 15 and 9 aligned in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Small dots represent overlapping tumor-related interactions, whose iLOD values are indicated by colors from red (high) to blue (low). Gene positions are indicated by dotted lines perpendicular to the chromosomes.
or patterns of domain fusion . Interactions mapped on the transcriptomic plane include gene-gene networks based on gene expressions perturbed by a systematic genome-wide gene disruption in yeast (Aburatani et al., 2003) , clustering results of similar gene-expression profiles (Eisen et al., 1998) , predicted interactions between microRNAs and their targets (Rhoades et al., 2002) and interactions between gene expressions and genetic backgrounds in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Brem et al., 2002) and mouse (Schadt et al., 2003) using a genetical genomics approach (Jansen and Nap, 2001) , in which cis-acting and trans-acting interactions between loci and genes were displayed conveniently using a two-dimensional plot (Jansen, 2003) (Fig. 1b) .
Interactions mapped on the proteomic plane ( Fig. 1a) include structure-based classifications by in silico approaches (Murzin et al., 1995) , direct PPIs detected by high-throughput twohybrid assays in yeast and mouse (Uetz et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2001; Suzuki et al., 2003) , mass spectrometry (Ho et al., 2002) , etc. Interactions mapped on the metabolomic plane include indirect PPIs mediated by metabolites as compiled in the KEGG (Kanehisa, 1997) and MetaCyc (Karp et al., 2002) databases, and signaling pathways identified through the metabolic modification of omic elements. Interactions mapped on the phenomic plane ( Fig. 1c and d ) include interactions found by synthetic lethal screening of double-mutants in yeast (Tong et al., 2001) , genome-wide epistatic interactions elucidated by genetic analyses in mice (Shimomura et al., 2001; Yoshikawa et al., 2002) , etc. As a realization of this concept, we present a system named 'Genome ⇔ Phenome Superhighway' (GPS) that integrates databases and visualizes total omic interactions based on omic spaces of several species, including Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Caenorhabditis elegans and Arabidopsis thaliana. It is demonstrated that comprehensive searching for correspondences among interactions in the space is effective for estimating candidates of responsible gene pairs for epistatic interacting loci of tumors in mice.
SYSTEM AND METHODS
The conceptual framework of omic spaces is suitable for the explicit description of biological interactions and forms the basis of the GPS system, which integrates databases of interactions ranging from those of genomes to phenomes (Fig. 2b) . GPS serves as a framework for building a comprehensive computerized encyclopedia to explore multiple interactions selected from various omic planes and to conduct integrative analyses for various purposes interactively. In GPS, an interaction is specified by four properties: dataset, position, dynamics and probability. The dataset property contains categorical information that specifies the data set and the plane to which the interaction belongs and the analysis by which the interaction was detected. The position property specifies genomic-coordinate locations, direction of strand, unique names and annotations of omic elements involved in the interaction. The dynamics property contains details of qualitative or quantitative relationships among omic elements involved in a given interaction. The probability property includes the probability that the interaction is true [P X,Y in Equation (3)], and its log of odds ratio [iLOD in Equation (5)].
Comprehensive searching of correspondences among interactions in different data sets is carried out by the following procedures. First, GPS retrieves only necessary interactions requested by a user, who can obtain any desired interactions by specifying the following three conditions: 'planes and conditions' detailed in the dataset property of each retrieved interaction; a one-dimensional 'segment' or a twodimensional 'rectangle' within which each interaction to be retrieved must be positioned in the planes; and 'keywords' that must be included in the properties of each retrieved interaction. Retrieved interactions are displayed by GPS in a two-dimensional genomic-coordinate-space window, onto which they are projected in a direction perpendicular to the planes. In Figure 2c , retrieved interactions from different data sets are superimposed onto the same window, where correspondences of interactions are determined by checking overlap of the interactions having different rectangle sizes: usually, an interaction of ORFs has a size of around 10-100 kb on each side, while that of genetic loci elucidated by genetics has a size of about 100 Mb or more on each side. Even though these interactions differ considerably in the size of their omic elements, it is possible to establish correspondence among interactions based on the position properties. Finally, comprehensive searching is achieved by calculating the summations [Equation ( 
In order to demonstrate the method in a mouse example case, we utilized interactions generated based on PubMed abstracts: we measured co-citation frequencies of terms representing each gene and calculated the Z value using the following equation:
where F XY is the number of abstracts containing both gene terms X and Y . F X is the number of abstracts containing X, and F Y is the number of abstracts containing Y . M is the total number of abstracts surveyed. Synonymous terms are counted as the same gene term. If Z has a negative value, it is set to zero. In cases where enough samples of confirmed gene-gene relations are available, the probability property for the interaction between non-identical gene-term pairs (X, Y ) is computed using Bayes' rule:
where P X,Y is the probability that the interaction between the gene-term pair is real, i.e. not a false-positive error, and where I represents the event of true interactions between the geneterm pairs (X, Y ). The probability distribution for P (Z X,Y ) is taken as the frequency of each Z value over all gene-term pairs. The probability distribution for P (Z X,Y |I ) is determined based on Z values within the subset of truly interacting pairs. The constant prior probability, P (I ), is computed as the overall frequency of the true interactions. In the case of mice, it was difficult to collect enough samples of confirmed genegene relations, and so we assumed that P X,Y is approximately inversely proportional to P (Z X,Y ).
. ( 4 ) Then, we formulated an interaction's log of odds ratio (iLOD) as follows:
where the background probabilities P random are the expected values of P X,Y over all possible interactions of gene-term pairs. If a key concept of the interactions is specified, the following score function is used:
where K is a key concept term (e.g. tumor, apoptosis).
Coordinates of the literature-based interactions are assigned based on Ensembl annotation data (Hubbard et al., 2002) and registered in the system. The GPS has been developed as a web application comprising Java servlets on server-side computers and FLASH (version 6) modules running on the web browsers of client-side computes. For convenient description and exchange of data sets in the omic space, we have defined an XML-based format named FBML: functional bionetwork markup language (see our web site). In addition to various databases of interactions, the GPS system has a database named TraitMap (see our web site) containing more than 100 genetic mapping results, from which GPS generates flexibly pairs of loci as phenomic interactions (Fig. 1d) . Furthermore, in GPS, metabolic interactions are linked to detailed pathway information visualized by a sophisticated viewer, GSCope . In GSCope, it is possible to analyse microarray data on pathways and also assign statistically significant functional classifications (e.g. pathways, gene ontologies) to each cluster of microarray data (see GSCope web site: http://gscope.gsc.rikengo.jp).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
One of the advantages of the omic space methodology is the possibility of integrating and comparing different types of interactions based on their positions within the coordinate system. In order to test the efficacy of comprehensive searching in the omic space, we integrated interactions of genetically mapped loci and tumor-related interactions. The epistatically interacting modifier loci (Apmt1 on Chr15 and Apmt2 on Chr9 in mice) that accelerate the polyoma Middle-T(PyVT)-induced mammary tumor (Le Voyer et al., 2000) were mapped on the phenomic plane of the omic space.
The peak values of the reported genetics-based LOD (gLOD) of Apmt1 and Apmt2 were 3.4 and 2.9, respectively. The iLOD value of the interaction between the loci is defined as the summation of their gLOD values. On the other hand, we generated tumor-related interactions [from 1 032 259 abstracts of 160 journals with impact factors greater than 5 by using 'tumor' as the key concept term in Equation (6)] and mapped them on a tumor-related plane in the omic space that was defined for the purpose of this analysis. Only abstracts published until 1999 were used because we wanted to test the predictability of responsible genes for the Apmt-loci interaction, which was first reported in 2000 (Le Voyer et al.) . We then carried out a comprehensive search for correspondences of interactions between the planes. For each correspondence, the total of the iLOD values was calculated based on Equation (1). As a result, 42 of 27 250 653 tumor-related interactions were found to correspond to the Apmt interaction, and other tumor-related interactions did not correspond to any phenomic interaction. The correspondences of the Apmt interaction (a large blue rectangle) to 42 tumor-related interactions (small dots) are visualized in Figure 2c (overlapping area), where the ranking orders are displayed by the colors of the dots. Details of the ranking are listed in Tables 1  and 2 . The c-Myc or myelocytomatosis oncogene (Apmt1) and Cdc25A or cell division cycle 25 homolog A (Apmt2) pair was ranked highest, with a total iLOD value of 7.22, followed by the c-Myc (Apmt1) and Trf or transferrin (Apmt2) pair, with a total iLOD value of 5.65. The third best correspondence was calculated for the Cyp11b2 or cytochrome P450, family 11, subfamily b, polypeptide 2 (Apmt1) and Stag1 or stromal antigen 1 (Apmt2) pair, with a total iLOD value of 5.15, followed by the c-Myc (Apmt1) and Impdh2 or inosine 5 -phospate dehydrogenase 2 (Apmt2) pair (total iLOD value = 4.91) and the c-Myc (Apmt1) and Map2k1 or mitogen-activated protein kinase 1 (Apmt2) pair (total iLOD value = 3.98). The tumor-related interactions overlapping with the Apmt interaction are candidates for responsible gene pairs because each of the tumor-related interactions represents a functionally related pair of a gene in Apmt1 and a gene in Apmt2. Based on a methodology for prioritizing candidate genes in epistatic interacting loci first presented by Toyoda and Takigawa (2000) , Cozma et al. (2002) searched manually the PubMed database and successfully identified c-Myc and Cdc25A as highly suggested modifier genes for Apmt mammary tumor latency in mice. However, Cozma et al. (2002) did not calculate the ranking of candidate pairs in a comprehensive manner (rather, gene pairs were chosen based on expert knowledge). GPS ranked successfully the c-Myc and Cdc25A pair highest, without any dependence on expert knowledge, indicating that comprehensive search is effective for the ranking of candidate genes in multigenic traits. Among the top five candidate tumor-related interactions, c-Myc in the Apmt1 locus has candidate interactions with four genes in the Apmt2 locus, while other genes have candidate interactions with fewer genes over the Apmt interaction. The highest priority should thus be given to the sequencing of c-Myc gene in order to maximize the chance of finding at least one causative mutation. From a different point of view, another reason for prioritizing such genes is that c-Myc is a hub gene (Jeong et al., 2000) that relates to many genes in the corresponding locus. A mutation within a hub gene in the Apmt1 locus may be more vulnerable to the alteration of alleles over the Apmt2 locus than a mutation on non-hub genes in the Apmt1 locus.
Similarly, comprehensive searches of distributed interactions (Fig. 2c ) may provide us with various speculative insights into candidate predictions.
CONCLUSIONS
In order to integrate various omic interactions of different types of omic elements, a coordinate-based description of the interactions is necessary. We introduced the concept of an omic space that will serve efficiently as a basis for hypothesismaking and verification processes in biological research. Mapped on omic planes defined by orthogonal genomiccoordinate axes in the omic space, various interactions ranging from those genomes to phenomes can be represented explicitly and integrated. In order to embody the space as a system, we have developed the GPS, which serves as a framework of integrated databases and visualizes various omic interactions based on the omic space concept. For estimation of candidate responsible gene pairs, it is effective to search interactions corresponding to the epistatic interacting loci of tumors in mice. A great advantage of explicit interaction mapping within the omic space is the comprehensive assimilation of biological findings into hypotheses or models combining higher-order phenomena and lower-order mechanisms. Many data sets of omic interactions have been elucidated by conventional approaches of genome-wide single-plane analyses. Gradually, it is becoming more important to comprehend causal relationships of interactions across multiple planes. In the near future, analysis in omic spaces are likely to emerge as a major platform in biological researches, and we propose totalomics as a comprehensive study of the genome-phenome total system. Our grand challenge in the life sciences, and in totalomics, is to understand 'the survival strategy of life'. The omic spaces approach will serve as a convenient backbone for this purpose.
